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COOLING OF GAS TUHBINES 

VII - EFlTlETmEsS OF AIR.COCUNC OF HOLLOW 

TLJR5INEBkDESWITHIESEKKS 

Bi Joseph R. Breesman and John N. B. Livfngood 

An analyt@al investigation wae made to deteMnine primarily the 
reductipn in co@l+g-air requirement and the increase fn effective 
gas temperature for the same quantity of cooling air reeult'ing from 
the use of an insert in the coolin&air paseage of a hollow.air- . 
cooled turbine blade. The inert provided an annular cooling-air 
paseage and lowered the ratio of coo.ling-air-flow area to mfnimum 
hot-gas-flow area per blade. Equstioti~for the blade radial strese 
and temperature dietributfon were derived and the analgsis wae 
applied to a specific turbine using three blade deeigns: a hollow 
blade and two blades with different ineerts. A secondary object of 
the investigation wasrto obtain the effect on dilution of neglecting 
radiation from thenozzles to the turbine bkde, radiation from the 
inner blade Wall to the fneert, and radial heat conduction, both 
separately and collectFvelp, for.3 hollow-blade deeign with an insert 
and for fixed values -of the effective gas temperature, average insert 
temperature, and turbfne.tip speed. .The effects on blade temperature 
of variations in blade-root temperature, aver8ge insert teprperature, 
and blade-root coolzng-afr temperature were also investigated for a 
specizic effective gas temperature and dilution. 

For a hollow air-cooled turbine blade with an inBert, which, 
reduced the ratio of cooling-air-flow area to minimum hot-g&a-flow 
area per blade approximately one-half, and for a luting cooling-air 
Maoh number of 0.50 at the blade root, the air maa8 flow for adequate 
cooling of the bldde was reduced two-thfrds and three-fifths below 
that for a blade with no insert for effective gae temperatures of 
1900' and 170C" F, reepectivelg. The blade Mach numbers were found 
to be 0.55 and 0.53'for effective gae temperaturea of 190C" and. 
17OOO F, respectively.. For the same blade-insort..dgeign and a 
dilution of 3 percent, the effective gas.temperature was increased 

'310' F above.that'for a blade wfth no insert at a blade M&h number 
of 0.50. For &he ~a?ne blade-insert design and typical turbine 
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operating conditions, it was found thst neglecting radiation from 
the nozzles to the blade, radiation from the inner blade wall to the 
Insert, or radial heat conduction decreased the dilution about 
0.25 percent, increased the dilution about 0.25 percent, and increased 
the dilution about 0.10 peroent, respectively, for safe operation at 
the critioal blade point. DTegleuting all three souroes of heat 
transfer oollectively resulted In so slight B change in dilution that 
a J-percent dilution was shown to be sufficient for safe operation 
at the design tip speed of 1300 feet per second. k general, the 
temperature-distribution curves were shown to be nearly the same 
from the blade tip to 8 point near the blade root; at the blade root, 
the curve including radiation and radial heat-conduction effeots 
rapidly diverged from the curve excluding these effects. For this 
same blade-Insert design, it was found th+ a lCO" F ohange in blade- 
root temperature, average insert temperature, or blade-root cooling- 
air temperature resulted in a change in the temperature of the 
critical section of the blade of 7.5' F, 27' F, and 30' F, respeotively. 

l3WRODUCTION 

The problem of utilizing high temperatures in gas turbines and 
jet-propulsion engines has been approsahed from two directions: the 
development.of high-strength, high-temperature materials and the 
oooling of the materIala currently in use. High-temperature materials 
currently available limit temperatures at the turbine inlet to approxi- 
mately 1500' F; consequently, in order to utilize higher temperatures, 
it is necess8rg to resort to oooling, Turbine-blade cooling has 
several disadvantages: (1) The meohanical complexity of the engine 
increases; (2) a power loss occurs in circulating the oooling medium, 
although with schemes for regenerative cooling EI heat loss or a loss 
In working fluid is not inevitable; (3) the manufacturing problems 
appear to limit blade forms when oompared tith solid blades; and 
(4) many blade-dimension parameters chosen for good cooling may not 
be satisfactory when aerodynamic blade performance is considered. In 
order to warrant the use of cooling, the heat-transfer process must 
be an efficient one. 

Research recently reported in this country and abroad on the 
cooling of turbine blades (references 1 to 12) considers methods of 
indirect cooling by conducting heat away from the blade and direct 
cooling by air or liquids flowing in hollow passages In the blade. 
The snalyaes demonstrated that, for hi&-power turbines with long 
blades and high specific m&as fima, increases in gas temperatures 
of the. order of LOCO to 200' F were possible with indirect cooling. 
Considerably greater increases in gas temperature were made possible 
by direct cooling with either water or eir es the coolant. Although 
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the potentfal increases in gas temperature are not ae great with 
air cooling ae k'ith: li,quid .cogtf~;~~~~~c~lin&:involve6 le,as 
mechanical complication and avoid8 the necessity of a cooling medium 
with its attendant ducting and heat exchangers. Of the ati-cooling 
methods discussed in the foregoing references, the method of 
boundary-layer cooling (references ,9 and 2L) requires the emallest 
quantity of cooli% air, but a considerable streets and manufacturing 
problem is aesociated with this scheme. 

Reference 7 presents a general method of analysie for temper- . 
ature and etress distribution in a hollow air-cooled turbine blade 
but neg&ects the effects of radiation and conduction. A etudy of 
reference 7 euggesk that the cooling-a* requirement could be 
decreased considerably if the cooling air is forced to flow throw 
an annular passage formed by the inner wall of the blade ati an 
insert placed in the hollow blade.. BJ.ades ofth~I.etype have already 
been manufactured in maea productdon for a German jet engtie. 

An anal,ysf8 ie deveSop@ herein for the temperature and the 
atress distribution of a.hoIJowaIr-cooled turbfne blade with an 
insert; effects of radiation, conduction, and cooling-air temper- 
ature rice due to compre,ssion occurring fn the passage through the 
turbine blades are included. The primary purpoee,of this analysis 
Fs to show the reduction %n cooling-sir requirement for given, 
operating conditiona and the Increase in effective gas temperature 
for the seme quantity of coolFng air resulting from the use of an 
insert in the blade cooling-air passage. Effect5 of radiation from 
the nozzles to the turbine blades, radiation frcm the Inner blade 
wall to the insert, and radial heat conduction on dilution are also 
given for selected operating conditions. In addition, the effects 
on blade temperature of variatiomin blade-root temperature, aversge 
insert temperature, and blade-root coolfpg-air temperature are 
given; calculations are also included to determine the heat loss to 
the cooling air. 

A conventional gas-turbfne-blade design was chosen for the 
application of the analysis, The cooled turbine wae assumed to be 
operating at the design conditions of turbine-inlet pressure, 
rotational speed, and mace flow. The hollow blade was designed for 
the tzame tip-to-root ratio for metal cross-sectfonal area ae the 
unoooled blade. Three ratios of cooling-air-flow area to minimum 
hot-gas-flow area per blade were investigated. The radial stress 
dietribution and the permiasibLe blade temperature6 (based on stress- 
rupture data for cast S-816 h-L&t-temperature alloy) were calculated. 

: + . . : 
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In deriv& the.equa$ions for temperature and strep+ distribu: ' 
tion,. the-following assumption5 were'made: ' : 8: 

1. The hollow blades have a conetant external csos5~5ectional 
area and perimeter over the blade height. . . 

2.. I?& the purposee'of stress .caJ.culatioh, the;blade wall 
varies In thickness from the root-to the tip. .I 

.:. - ., ,' 
3.,Yl?or the: purposes of 'heat4kansfer c&!.cu.&ation, the dimension 

of the.blade-root section (area, perimeter, and thickness) exist ' 
over tho blade height; ' I % 

+. Heat is conducted in a radial directfon only; the'heat flows 
throqh the blade walJ.'with a neg1igfbJ.e temperature differential, . . . I 

. 5. The blade' temperature is con8tant over any~cross..eection. 

6. The Prandtl number of the cooling air '&mains constant 
throughout the blade; . -, 

7. The outside heatytransfer coefficient is constant over the 
blade-outer surface. . . . ‘i 

. 6:The.effective gas temperature"15 constant over the blade 
outer surface, . . 

9. The inside heat-transfer coefficient is constant over the 
inner surface of the blade, 

LO, The only surfaces radiating heat to the blades are the 
turb%ne nozzles. * .* -. 

. 
11. No external surfaces'are colder than the rotor'blades.to 

wh+h the rotor blades‘could radiate heat. ,, 

12. The turbine nozzles are at the effective ga5 temperature 
. relative to the rotor blades, ' , . 

. 
13,, The emissivitg-factor5 for the.nozale, bl.ade,and $nserk' 

surfaces remain constant at mean value5 over the blade height. 
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14. The radiation coefficient5 for nozzle, blade, and insart 
surfaces remain constant at mean values over the blade height. 

15. The insert temperature remains constant at a mean value 
over the blade.he1gh-t. 

IS. Bending.stresses or stress concentrations are ignored. The 
stress is constant over any blade cross section and is equal to the 

. calculated centrifugal sties at that cross section. 

17. The insert is self-supporting and does not increase the 
stress in the blade. 

18. The criterion of blade failure is the stress-rupture 
properties of the blade material. 

l 

Validity of .A55~unptions.. 

In assumption 3, the dimensions of the root section rather 
than average dimensions for the blade height are assumed because the 
critical section of the blade, the point where failure till first 
~OCCur , %a 10'to 15 percent of the height; frcan the root. 

Assumption 4 is satisfactory in the thin portion5 of the blade 
near the tip. Near the root where the blade wall is thick, however, 
the neglect of transverse conductionhas some effect on blade tem- 
peratures (for typlcal operating conditions, the outside blade-wall 
temperature was found to be 22O F greater than the average temper- 
ature used), put has little effect on dilution requirements or 
allowable gas-temperature increase for a given dilutfon. 

If no heat were removed from the turbine nozzles, they would 
assume a temperature close to the turbine-inlet total temperature; 
however, heat is radiated to the cooLer turbine rotor blades and 
conducted to the cooler casing and inner shroud. Ae a result, it 
is assumed (assumption 12) that the nozzle temperature is reduced 
to the effective gas temperature relative to the blades. 
reference 10, p. 72.) . (See 

The assumption of a constant mean value for the inser't temper- 
ature (assumption 15) results In a calculated value of blade-metal 
temperature at the root, which Is higher than the blade-metal 
temperature that would exist with a variation in insert temperature 
from root to tip. Inasmuch as the linearized radiation coefficient 
from the blade wall to the insert is considerably smaller than the 
cooling-air heat-transfer coefficient, the insert temperature at any 
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position would differ only slightly from the cooling-air temperature 
at that poeition. At the critJca1 section, the cooling-air tempera- 
ture and, consequently,'the ineert temperature is‘low and if the 
aesumed value of ineert temperature is greater than the actual value, 
the calculated value of heat rad'iated from the blade to the Fnsert 
would be lower than the actual value. The calculated blade temperature 
at the critical section would therefore be higher than the- actual tem- 
perature. At the tip, the reverse condition8 exiet and the calculated 
temperature would be lower than the actual temperature. 

Temperature Di8tributiOn 

The eymbols used in -the'an&lysis We defined in appendix A. 
The equation for the radial temperature distribution in the blade 
is derived in detail, in appendix 8. A heat balance for a amall 
eection of the.blade re8ulte in the following differential equatson 
for the average blade-metal temperature: 

5 ~ y dZtm d'Gm vi 
as3 

--((cL+P+S)-+ 
a3 I aY 

-8 
SCP 

-Y (cL+p-l-8) tm 
I 

Iriaemuch as little data are available on the value of the heat- 
trmfer coefficient for the outside surface of a turbine blade, the 
following equation ueed in reference 7 was assumed to hold true.: I 

h0 
= 0.0323 (-+"*685 ~,-':3~' 

Reference 13 (p, 170, equation (4f)) 8Ugge8t8 the folkWing 
equation for the heat-transfer coefficient in annular 8Pace8, which 
~88 ueed to calculate the heat-transfer coefficient ineide the 
blade; 

Ils = 0.020 F 
O,% .k 

( > 
g 

.where 

Dz = 
44 

Pi +.pp 
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and 

A2 = Ai - Ap 

(reference 13, pp. 200 and 202, equation.f24)). The diameter D2 
ii3 the hydr&UliC diameter for the Cooling-air paesage and pa and ka 
are detemained for a temperature of 40G" I?. For the blade without 
an insert, % = 0 and ID2 = 4A2/&,. If the change in hi due to 
the variation ,in the -ratio k8/paoi8 with temperature is neglected, 
the heat-transfer co'efficient inside the blade remain8 .constant along 
the blade height. 

The coefficient8 h, and hp are~calcUl&ted 88 the product of 
-the radia%ion interchange factor E and hr the radtition-coefSi- 
cient. The interchange factor E. is a function of the emissfvfty 
of the radiating 8urf&ce, the,absorption of the receiving BurfBce, 
the surface areas of the radiating and abdorbZng surfaces, and a. 
factor F given in term8 of direct geometrical factors. 

For any particular set 0; operating conditions, the coeff$cients 
in equation (1) are. constants.that can be numerically evaluated and 
the equation beuomee a linear differential equation tith conetant 
coefficients. 
following fox+ 

A general eolution of-the equation ie given in the 

The evaluation of the five 'constant8 in equation (2) is given in 
appendix B. . , 

Stress Mstribution ' 
. . ._ The equatton for the centrifugal: etress at 8ny cross 8eCtiOn y 

in a linearly tapered blade, a8 derived in,appendSk C, is: 
I 

(3) 
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The equations for temperature and stress distribution were used 
for the following reaeone: (1) to determine the reduction in cooling- 
air mass-flow requirement resulting frm the use of an in8ert placed 
in the cooling-air pa888ge; (2) to calculate the.effect of neglecting 
radiation from the nozzles,.radiation to the insert, and radial he&t 
conduction on dilution; (3) to calculate the effect on blade temper-. 
ature of change8 in factors 8UCh 88 blade-root temperature, average 
insert temperature, and blade-root cooling-air temperature; (4) to 
determine the effect of negfeoting traneveree conduotion through the 
wall; and (5) to calculate the heat 1088 to the cooling air. 

Al?PLICATIONs OF ANAIZSIS 

Effect of Insert on Cooling-Air Requirement8 

and E!?fective Gas-Temper8ture Increase 

The temperature and stress dietributione were calculated for 
three air-cooled turbine.blades: one blade without an insert 
(fig. l(a)) and two blade8 with inaerte of different size placed 
inside the cooling-air passage (figfv. l(b) and l(c)). The external 
blade 8h8pe Wa8 choeen from the rOtOr root section Of 8 COnVent&OIEIl 
gas-turbine design. The blade wall variee from 8 thickneee of 
0.060 inch at the root to 0.020 inch st the tip, which gives 8 
tip-to-root ratio of 0.333 for the blade-m&,&l CrO88-8eCtiOlZl med. 
The turbine-blade dimensions are given in table I. 

The blade temperature8 ,&t varioue poeitions were calculated 
from equation (2) and plotted a8 8 function of the blade position. 
The 8tre88 at VariOUS blade pO8itiOn8 wa8 computed for VariOU8 tip 
speed8 by means of equation (3) and the permiaeible temperature 
corresponding to the stress at any blade position was taken from 
strese-to-rupture data (fig. 2). Theee calculation8 gave the 
permissible radial-temperature.distribution, which was. plotted with 
the calculated temperature distributions. The curve of permieeibls 
blade-temperature distribution 8hOW8 the maXimUm safe operating tem- 
persture permitted at any point on the blade for a particular blade 
tip speed. If the curve of calculated blade-temperature.distribution 
cro8888 'that Of the pe3M.88ible blade-temperature distribution, the 
blade will be too hot for design life in the region between the two 
CUrves and will preeumably fail by rupture earlier than anticipated. 
In order for the blade to operate safely a8 designed, the curve of 
CalCUl8ted temperature distribution should be below the CUTVB of 
peZQIi88ible temperature di8tribptiOn or, 8t l&t tangent t0 the 
curve Of per'mi88ible temperature distribution at the cri.tiC&l 8eCtiOn 
and below it at 811 other points. (See figs. 3 to 5.) 

. 
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Effectiv~'.gas temp~e&fx&S &?~i?OO?~&i 1900"+ correffpo@i+ng 
to turbine-inlet total temperature% of lsZO?.&. 2140°,Fi respecti~e*~~ 
were conaideredL The relation.between the .abeo.l~$e. eff&?tiVe gas 
temperature &d the absolute.turbine-inlet temperature-ig derived in 
sppendix .D. For an ideal: ~ZmpuIf3e'turbine .oger&ting st the optimum" a 
blade-jet apeed& ratio; the ratio'&'ab8olste effective"gae temperature 
to absolute .turbine-i~let..temp~r~~,~~' 9e'i 0,907: ;The'temper&tu.re; . .~I. 
distributions in-the blades~~e.+tlcul&te~ for VariOu'sPdiluticW 
(r8tin:of~aooling5air..maas flF.to hot-gas,m+ss flow) for.eachb&&~ *' 
The.dihutidns were 80. chosen that the o001ing-&i~?~Mach number at.the ;-j . .,I. 
root Ma was lees than Ob,50:-and Pt'&t~'aseum&'that'the cooling-ati 
temperature at the,rdot we8 400* F. 
the root wEI 888LUtledaand equation 

'A'blade-metal temperature l at 
(1) dolvred,, -If. the assumed root. " 

temperature wa8 less than:l5Oo F below the calculated temperature 
at the critical section, 8 new GGt temperature was aseumed and . 
equation (1) wa8 re-eolvsd. The koot t9mperattie'W88~ Choeen,asl50o F 
below the crijdoal fem@rature because it ha8 been found {reference 3). 
that larger temperature differentiala do not &ppreCi&bly affect the 
blade temperaturas.near the critic&l portion'of the blade. 

.' L 
'-In'order to determine the'radiatfon coefficient and the inter- . 

cha;ng'e"'factor' 'E, it.*ras ixeoesstiry to assume valuee of emiesivity 
for the,radiating and absorbing surfaGe?; The valuee pf emieeivity 
we+ 'chosen from.the'f&CtOrti given.for nickel alloy8 in‘ref&ence 13.- - 
The emiseivity df the blade surface ~8 '&sWmed.to be 0.90 for an : 
average blade.temperature of 14JJ0O B and that' for the nozzle sui?facie 
wa8 &sumed to be 0.95.for nozzle .temper&tures,of 17m0'and 1900O 9, 
which 8re the same 88 the corresponding eefective gas temper&iW?8& 
The values for the fact&s Fn,m. and pmtp were taken a& unity ." 
because the 8ti8ce8 considered are nearly the'&me 88 surface8 for 
which these factor8 have'been found to equal unity. Th0 UBB Of ' 
these a88LXQed factor8 resulted-in values of nozzle radiation 
coefficient8 hh = q,m h, of 56 fou; 8 noezle.temperature of 1900° F 
and 43 for & nozzle temperatuqe, of 1700° F. These nogale radiation 
ooeffioients were 888umed to remain con&ant for all variations in 
average blade temperature. The emiseivity of the insert surf8ce wae 
chosen 88 0.5 for an average temperature of 600O F for blade 2 and 

% . 700’ F for blad_e 3. This value of emiseivity and the aseumed value 
of unity fur Fm,p resulted in an average value of the radiation 
coefficient front the inside blade wall to the ineert surface 
hp.,= G,.p hr ..of 12, ,Addition&l.turbine Operating faCtOr8 are 
i'ieted'in table II. . 

. . .' . .i . . 
The blade metal chosen waa'cast $616. The 'stress-to-rupture 

. 8tr&&h for 1000 hOUr8 88 8 function of temperature ior thl8 alloy 
i8 plotted in figure 2. (&X3 reference 14.) The 8tre8se8 and 



correspondi* pe+nissibl~ temperatu%+Ba~tere calo,ulated:for the:- . ' 
'design tip sheed of ,130Q feet.p'er. second~%fW speeds .of: 1200 '.: . 
and '14OrS feet'~per..second in order .to~.sho~ <the :requZred .9hqnge,:,$n. .,._.._ 
tip &pea& 'fdr &,fe @~&ion.- , : . . . .' I i ', ;A-. r- .I :, .: '0. .. ,,. . .I L .:, ;.. 

. . . . . . . ; ., :.. : :-. -'__. 2' -'i\ . f..'... .,. :C&kulations*were also made in'orddr.to plot.-tha~~~creE;s~:in., .'.;.; 
effective'g~s-,'t~e~~t~e against dilution for b&ados:1 and 3 a$,@.. . ..t 
blade Mach number: -:M ,.(ratio .of t&p spee.d~,td;so~ric veloaity of I?++: ; 
gas'%% %I& effe&tiVe gas Axmperature') ,of. 0.50.;. B&ad8 ,2 was.not : I . 8.'. ; 
considered'~Sn thIs.Qxvestig&ion; the caloulat~ons were, inter@~;:. -' ::i 
.oxil$;to6ompEire the blade without an Insert to thesblade wiz& an. -%. .a 
Ins&r% l .Eines of conetant.codling-air Mach number' Ma (rat%0 of:..- I : 
vsloc-ity'of. o'poling:air within the blade to the critScal.velocPty; - ._ 
of .the.C;ooU.ng air) .were superimposed; The c~itical.velocSty..of-; . ; I .' 

. - - I .; ., 
. . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . , ,'<- . . - . ,, _ .-,. : 

. . 
. ...- 

.I : .' .,', ! . . . ,....' .+$hmti& on DiYution '. 1 .: 
. ! I " : c ; : ,n'.. ,. _ . * 

-Forb.Eb .cor&k~ de&r'ti$~ epeed of 1390 fee% per ae6ond“'an 
'effeotive gas: temperature ok 1900' F, and an average insert~&m&-. 
ature.bf '7@'F, temperature distributions were obtained fbr blade 3 
for variqus dilutions with nozzle radiation, insert radiation, and . 
xad)a& heat conduqtion neglected separately and oollectively, The . 
distributions, with no.zz&e and tieart radiation neglected; were 
obtained by sol+ing equation (1) with h, P 0 and hp = 0 an&by' 
applying the folJowing boundary conditions: . 

. . 

b,r = 1200' B;when y = 0 : 
. . 

.  I  

ta,r = '400' F, when y i.0 ' ' 
e . - 

. dt, ‘.. . . 
-T =O,wheng=L. '. ' 

I . 
- 

These boundary oonditions are the 'se&e .as those used when the effect. 
of radiatfon was incJ.uded. ', 

" When'radial.heat conduction w&s neglected, the .order of the 
differential'equati' erprefis.ing :the %emperature distribution through 

.: , .,, ', ;. . . 1 I.. . . . . 
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the turbine blade was reduced from 3 to 1. The equation wa8 derived 
(appendix B) with Ql = Q2 = 0; the heat balance was found to be 

(hnb + h,p,)(t, - tm) = hipi(tm - ta) + hpP+'m - tP) 

Substitution for ta and simplification reduces this equation to . 

-- , 

'b$ + hope) 

hiPi 

where' 
. . hiPi 

' 7 (h,b, + hop0 + hipi + hpPi) 
-. 

For any set of turbine operating conditfons, the coef'fioients 
become constanta and the equation Fa eaeily solved, being linear 
and of the first order. The boundary condition'chosen was 

to oorreepond tQ one~pretiously ueed zn 
Without conduction, moreover, a rim tem- 

perature of 1200° F was io longer justified; with ta r 
the rim temperature was found to be about 13359 F. 

= 400° F, 
' . 

The effect of neglecting nozzle'radiation; insert radiation, 
and radial conduction collectively was found by solving equation (4) 
with hn=hp 50, and by,, using $he same boundary condition _..;: 
ta,r = 400° F,when y = 0. 

Ef'feCt of Ch8nges in Analyefs Factors on Blade Temperature 

In order to demonstrate the relative importance of various 
factors in the analysis, the effect of a variation in.these factor8 
on the blade-temperature distribution for blade 3.was determIned; 
Blade-root temperatures of l.lOO", 1200°, 
temperatures of 600°, ?OOo, 

and 1300' F, average insert 
:i 

and 800° F, ind blade-root coolIngLair 
temperatures of,300°, 4QO", and 500° F-were ooneidered. The calcula- 
tions were made for a dflution of 3 percent and an effective gas . 
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temperature of 1900' F. Other turbine operating conditions for 
blade 3 were the same aa in the calculations for the effect of the 
ineert. , 

Heat Loss to Cooling Air 

In order to calculate the heat loss to the cooling air, it is 
necessary to determine the oooling-air temperature rise. The cooling- 
air temperature distribution was calculated by means of equation (12) 
in appendix B for blade 3 with 3-percent dilution and for blade 1 
with lo-percent dilution for an effective gas temperature of 1900' F. 
Other turbine operating conditions for these calculations were the 
s+e as in the preceding caloulations, From a‘determination of the 
temperature rise of the cooling air, the cooling-air mass flow, and 
a mean value of specific heat, the amount of heat absorbed by the 
cooling medium pan be calculated. The enthalpy drop through the 
turbine can be found by the following equation if the total-pressure 
ratio across the turbine is assumed equal to the critical pressure 
ratio across the nozzles bbaolute exit velocity neglected): 

Actual enthalpy drop = mgCptTg * 460) 
Blade 'It 

where 

qt = 85 percent 

= 0.544 for y = 1.317 

The heat loss to the cooling fluid can then be found asa percentage 
of the turbine enthalpy drop. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of Insert 

The ,resulte of the calculations for blades 1, 2, and 3 are 
shown in figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively. For an effective gas 
temperature t, of 190C" F and a limiting uool'ing-air Mach number 
of 0.50, it, would require slightly more than lo-percent dilution 

. 

, 



. 

. 

. . . . 

for blade I, slightly*more.than 5-PerGent dilution for blade 2, and 
J-percent dilution for blade 3 to.cool the csritical section of the 
blade (10 to I.5 peroent~ of height from the:root) below.the permissFble 
temperature corresponding to the-design tip speed of 1300 feet per. 
seoond. At an effective gas temperature of 1700° F, slightly more 
than 5-percent.dilution for blade 1, 3-percent~dilution for blade 2, 
and about i-percent diZution:for~biade :3'-ia necessary to cooi 'the 
critIca seCtion below the -permiesibke temperature.; * 

. ": 
A comparison of the results.for.blade~l with those for blade.3 

_ indicates that a safe operating point'for blade 3 can.be.achieved- 
for an effective gas temperature of 1900° F with 3rperoen-b dilution 
as compared with over 10 percent for blade 1, which is a reduction 
of over two-thirds .the ocpll~-air-requirement. For an effective' 
gas temperature of 17CQo F,.the'reduction is Pram over 5 percent 
to 2 percent; a reduotion,of about three-fifths of the cooling-air 
requirement. a . .- i 

- . . . . - : . . . . : 
The effect of the ratio of cooling-air-flow axea to minimum 

hot-gas-flow area on the approximate dilution required for safe 
operation.is shown in figure 6. 
the:sio&of the curve.'d&eases, 

.k-the r+tiO AZ/Ah .is-reduced, 
whioh meana that the dilution ._. 

will be slowly reduced wfth values of Ai/Ab less than 0.4. In 
. other words diminishing returns result fram reductions of the 

satid AZ/Ah less than roughly .0.4. A low value of this ratio : 
can be achieved by reducing thevalue of At 'or by lowerir@ the 
soJ.iditF of the turbine (increasing blade spacfng) to increase the 
VELlUe of Ab., . ,.. 

': L 
Figure 7 shows the -Increase in,effectfve gae temperature plotted 

. agairidt dilution nith lines of.constant cooling-air Mach number 
superimposed for blades 1 and 3; the calculation8 were made for a 
blade lrfe of 1000 hours and a blade Mach number of 0.50. For a 
dilut$on of 3 percent, the effective gas temperature%ras increased 
310' I? by the ineert. . 

- . . 
. .!'- .:' ,: :' : 

- *. EffeCt‘of Neglectingpa~iatibn and.RadiG-Heat , 
-."... .r _I 

Con&&ion ok Dilution 
. . . -_ ..- . . 

II : . ".. :.. . . . . . 
. ,. . . _:. 

. . Epfect of.radIation from nbtzles to blade walL.:~'The effect' 
on dilution.of neglecting radiation from the nozzles tq the blade. 

.~waXl. iin b&de'3 is shown-In figure 8;' tem~erature'dktributions 
are.given for thr~,e.df;lutJbns, .The results fndicate~ that a dilution 
of 2.75 percent will suffice for safe operation at the desfgn tip.' 
speed of 1300 feet per second; therefore, neglecting nozzle radiation 
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decreased the dilution about 0.25 percent (from 3.00 percent to 
2.75 peraent). This reduction.,is.-smaller than might be expected 
because the effective blade area for absorbing radiation was only 
about one-third that of the blade-surface area used in conjunction 
with the outside heat-transfer equation. , '; I- 

I . .  

EWeot of radiation from inner b&&e wall to'insert. - The 
effect of negleotim.radiation to the insert in blade'3 is .shown 
in figure 9.- Tempe~ature~distributionswetie obtained-fop two ' 
dilutions. It was found that neglecting the insert radiation 
inorease@ the dilution'abouf 0.25 percent (from 3 to 3.25 percent) 
and still inamed safe operation at'the desiga.tip speed of 1300 feet 
per second. . 

: r r 
Effect of radial heat conduction. - The effect of neglecting 

radial heat conduotion'in blade 3is shown in figure ,lO. In this 
case, the dilution inust be increased about 0.10 percent (from 3 
to about 3.10 percent) in order to reduce the tmperature-dlstribution 
ourve below the permissible-temperature curve for a design-tip speed 
of 1300 feet per seooti. . . i 

Effect of negleoting radiation from nozzles, radiation to' insert, 
and radial heat conduction. - The effect of collectively neglecting 
all three sources of heat transfer (fig. 1l)is very slight. The 
3-percent dilution is suffloient for'&'deeign tiD aDeed of 1300 feet 
per second, which indicates that a gooh approqimation may be obtained 
by neglecting radiation from the.nozzles and to the Insert and radial 
heat conduction, and therefore, by the solution of a simple linear 
differential equation of the first order. In designing an adequate 
turbine blade with an insert, this simplified method will suffice 
for the basic selection of the blade design; the effects of radiation 
and'radlal heat conduction o'sn then be included as a refinement. 

Effect of Changes in.Analyeis Factors on 

Blade-Temperature Distribution 

Effect of blade-root temperature. - The effect of blade-root 
temperatures of llOO", 1200", and 13Qoo F on the temperature distribu- 
tion in blade 3 is sh&n.in figure 12. TheSe root tsmpsr8tW?eS 
correspond to differences between root and critical-section tempera- 
tures of approximately 50°, 150°, and 250° F,.respeotively. The 
effect bf root temperature (or conduotion.to the root) is small; a 
100° F change in root temperature resulted in a 7.5o F maximum change 
in blade temperature at the,critical se&ion and a negligible change 
over most of the blade height. 
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Effect of average insert tkfnperature. - The effect of 8verage 
insert temperatures of 600°, 700*, and 800° F on the temperature 
distribution in blade 3 is shoti in figure 13. A lCO" F change in ' 
average insert temperature resulted in a 27O F change in the temper- 
ature of the critical section. -If' the insert temperature at the 
root is the same as the, cooling-air temperature at the root and the 
insert temperature varies linearly with the blade position, a 100' F 
change-in average iha&% temperature would require a 2oO" F change 
in insert temperature at the tip. For a particular set of operating 
conditions, the Insert-temperature distribution is uniquely determined. 
The assumption of an average ,insert temperature in the heat-transfer 
oalculation means that the heat removed from the critical se&ion 
will be less than if the actual insert temperature at the oritical 
se&ion had been used;.therefore, the blade-metal temperature tm 
at the critical section,actually would be-somewhat lower than 
,calculated. , . 

-EPfect of blade-root tooling-air temperature, - Th8 effect of 
blade-root cooling-air temperatures of 300°, 40Q", and 50C" F in 
blade 3 is indicated in fi&re 14. A 1OOo 8 change in blade-root 
Cooling-air temperature reeu&$ad in 8 change at the critical sectfon 
of approximately 30' F; the change diminishes somewhat toward the 
tip of ,the blade. The bladerroot cooling-air temperature should 
therefore be ma+tained as low as possSble. . . 

Loss of Heat to Cooling Air 

The cooling-air temperature distr$but$ons for blade'1 with 
lo-percent dilution and for blade 3 with J-percent dilution are 
shown in figure 15. The variation in cooling~air temperature was 
calculated from equation (12) in appendix B. The slope of the 
curve, or the rate of increase in cooling-air temperature with 
height for blade 3, is greatest near the root and dimin$shes~ 
gradually'toward the tip, which means that the cooling air picks 
up more heat at the root section than at the tip. This faot is 
due to the larger temperature differential between the hot gases 
and cooling air at the root than at the tip, 

- 
- . For an average value 

"g 
of 0.250 and a cooling-air temper- 

ature range from 4OCo to 825 F, the quantity of heat absorbed by 
the cooling air was calaulated ae follows; 

. 
The temperature of the cooling air increased from 400° to 

825' F, or 425o F. Xf no heat had been transferred to the air, 
the temperature would have risen 72' F on being oompressed 
isentropidally in the blade; coneequ&tly, the net temperature 
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rise due to heat abeorbed by the cooling air is 353* F and the heat 
.absorbed is 13,900 Btu per. hour per.blade. The heat abeorbed by the 

oooling air in blade.1 ie approximately the same a8 in .blade.3. The 
enthalpy drop through the turbine calculated by equatdon (5) for a 

‘mean value of c 
E 

for the hotgEi.ses',of 0;286 wall found to be 
635,000 Btu per our.perL blade. ,The' heat removed from the gae i& 
therefore about 2:2 percent of .tbe enthalcg drop through the turbine. 
.Jf more energy were taken out of the%l;lrbine with a larger pressure 
dmp, the heat removed by the cooling air"would be.a smaller percentage 
of the enthalpy drop through the turbine. '. .r. 

. 
SU'MMARY OF RESULTS . . ? . . . 

Results were obtained from an anaiytitial investigation of the 
effectiveness of air cooling of-hollow turbine blades with inserts. 
For a particular hollow. air-cooled tuTbi;ne blade and set of turbine 
operating conditiona, the'gee of'*"n $nBert'+ thg blade, which 
provided an annular cooling-air pas+ge. and reduced the ratio of 
cooling-air-flow mea to minimum'hot-gas-flow area per blade from 

'O.SSO'to 0.447 gave the following'results:' ... ' 

1. For a limiting cooling-air ?Woh number of 0.5C,.the required 
cooling-air maes flow wan reduoed two&h&de and three-fifths for 
effeotfve gas temperatures of 190C" and 1700' F, respectively, when 
the blade with the insert was.used in place of the hollow blade; the 
blade Mach numbers were 0.55 and 0.53 for effective gas temperature 
'of 19OOo and 1700° F, respeot$vely. 

2. For a dilution of,3 percent, the effective gas temperature 
waB increased 310° F when the blade with the insert was used In place 
of the hollow blade. . 

3. For the same blade-insert design, a design tip speed of 
;3OC feet per seaond, an effective, gas temperature of 1900' F, and 
an average insert temperature ti 7OOo F; the following results were 
obtained: . 

(a) Neglecti ng radiation from the nozzles to the blade wall 
de&eased the 'dilution about 0.,25 percent. . I 

(b) aeglectPngradiatlon'fr~'the,f~~r blade wall to the Insert 
increased’ the dzLlution,,about 0.25 percent. . 

(c) Neglecting radial he@t'con$uction increased the dilution 
about 0.10 percent. 

(d) Neglecting nozzle radiation, insert radiation, and radial 
heat conduotion collectively had no appreciable effect on the dilution. 
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(e) Neglecting radiation and radial heat conduction, which 
simplifies the temperature-dfstriution equation, gave a good 
approximation for blade temperatures. 

4. For the same blade-insert design, an effeutive gas tempera- 
ture of 19CO"'F, and a dilution of 3 percent, the folk&q results 
were obtained: 

(a) A 100° F change in blade-root temperature resulted in a 
7.5' F maximum change' in the temperature of the critical se&ion of 
the blade. 

(b) A 100' F change in average insert temperature resulted 
in a 27O F change i.n.the temperature ti ihe &itioal ssction of the 
blade. 

((3) A lOO* P ha c nge in the blade-root cooling-air temperature 
resulted in a.30' F change in the temperature of the critical section 
of the blade. 

Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, : . 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, Ohfo. 

. 

. 

. 
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APPEHDIX'A 

The following symbols are used in this analysis: 

cross-sectional area, sq ft 

sonio velocity of hot gases at effective.gas temperature, ft/sec 
: 

number of blades . . , 

effective blade width for radiation, Zrr(rt - 1/2)/B, ft 

oom tant 

specifio heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(°F) 

hydraulic diameter of cooling-air passage, 4Az/(pi + pp), ft 

radiation interchange factor:' .' 

q,m (nozzles to blades) = 

Emp (blades to insert) = 

F centrifugal force, lb 

I- 'n rnr I 

I functions of geometrical factors of surfaces (reference 13, p-58) 
Fm,P 

G mass velocity relative to blades, lb/(sec)(sq ft) 

Q acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec' 

H constant in equation (19) 

h heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr)(sq ft>(OF) 
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‘%’ 

J 

K 

k 

L 

M 

M, 

m 

P 

PS 
P 

F 

& 

R 

r 

S 

8 

T 

t 

%i 
v 

general radiation coefficient, 

Btu/bd h ti) (OF) 

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu 

constant 

thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(OF/ft) 

blade length, ft 

blade Mach number, v/ag 

cooling-air Mach number, Va/aa . 
mass flow per blade, lb/hr 

total preissure, Lb/sq ft absolute 

static pressure, lb,/sq ft absolute 

perimeter, ft 

average blade perimeter, ff 

heat flow, Btu/hr 

gas constant, 53.3 ft-lb/(lb)("R) 

radius of'turb'ine, ft 

surface area for radiation, sq ft 

blade stress due to centrifugal force, lb/sq 

total temperature, oF 

temperature, OF 

static temperature, oF 

relative velocity of fluid, ft/sec 

in. 
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V 

W 

Y 

Y 

z 

a 

B 

7 

6 

6 

0 

P 

8 

J-l 

% 

P 

h 

NACA RM No. E7G30 

blade tip speed, ft/sec 

maximum blade width, ft .' _~ 

hi(Pp * Pi)/maCp '. '. 

distance fromybiade root:.to any.point on blade, ft 

hipi/(hnb +.ho~o + hipi + hppi) 

@-$ + hopo)/km% 
. 

hpP&$J - I 

ratio of specifics heats 

hiPi&@ 

emissivity coefficient 

angular velocity of blades,~radians/seC - 

absolute viscosity, 'lb/hr-ft 

blade-wall thickness, ft 

factor in equation (22) for effehtive'gas tempemture 

turbine-shaft efficiency 

density, lb/cu ft rt 

root of auxiliary equation in solution of differential equation 

Subscripts: 

a air (with t refers to effective air temperatura) 

b minimum hot-gas flow passage per blade 

C cold surface 

8 gas(with t refers to effective gas temperature) 

Q w 

h hot surface 

. 
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1 

3 

2 

m 

n 

0 

P 

r 

t 

Y 

1,s 

2,4 

. . 

inner blade surface 

nozzle Jet 

cooling-air passage 

metal 

nozzle 

hter blqde surface 

ins&t 'surface '(kxcept for cp)' 

blade root (except for hr! 

blade tip (except for it) ' 

any point on blade 

inlet 

outlet 
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APPENDIXB 

DEKCVATION OF FQUATION FOR RADIAL TXfMEXRATURE ' 

DISTRIBUTION IN HOLLOW AIR-COOLED 

BLADEWITE U%ERI? 

A hollow blade tith an insert is 
temperature gradient through the wall 
sectional area are neglected. A heat 
the blade height dy resulta in the 

Beat-entering: 

conrridered (fig. 16(a)). The 
and the chang- blade croda- 
balance for a tiall portion of 
following comiderationa; 

Ql = heat entering by conduction = k&J 
(See reference 3.) 

&(G + 2 dd 

Q3 =I heat entering py radietion'from the nozzles and by convec- 
tion = (hnb + hopo)(te - tm) dy 
(See referenoe 13.) 

Heat leaving: 

Q2 
- dt, = heat lea,ving by conduction = kmpe - 

da- 

Q4 = heat leaving by convection and by radiation to the insert 
= hip&n - ta) 0 + hpPi (tm - tp) dY 

Heat balance: 

Ql + Q3 - % - 62, = 0 

or, by substitution, 

d+?tll 6e dy + $&’ 3 dy + b$ + hop,) be dtm - &) dy - k$6 dy 

- hiPi(tm - “a) dy - hppi(& - tp) dy = 0 
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By eliminating dy and collecting terms 

then 

d2t, - - (a + p + 8) tm + St, + pt, + at, = 0 
W2 

23 

The total rise In temperature 'of the cooling afr relative to the 
blade is due to (1) the heat absorbed, and (2) the compression of 
the air in the blade. The two parts are calculated as follows: 

(1) Temperature rise due to heat absorbed from blade 

SCpma = %Pi(tm - %a) dY + $Pp(tp - ta> dY (71 

dT, = (Pi + Pp) 
: macp (8) 

(2) Temperature rise due to compression in the blade 
The effective air t&perature is considered equal to the totaltem- 
perature of the cooling-air relative to the blade. The temperature 
rice due to moving a particle of air radially through a strong 
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centrifugal field can be calculated from Bernoulli's equation in 
differential form for compressible flow in a centrifugal field. 

gdps,a + VadVa -W2r dr = 0 
.w P 

(9) 

Application of the general gas law pa a = Rp(t,,, + 460) to 
Bernoulli'e equation leada to I 

63 d&3,a R(ta,a + 460) + VadVa =02r dr 
P spa 

Replacement of the preesure term by a etatic-temperature term, 
obtained by logarithmic differentiation of the adiabatic relation 
(it can be shown from compressible flow theory that K is constant 
along the passage) 

460 + *,,a = KPB,a 

gives 

Eqwever 

and 

+ VadVa =02r dr ' 

‘ . t s,a 

'adVa .dt, a = dT, - : I c@J 

Therefore, 

‘adva + dT, - a-- 2 
Y _ 1  cpgJ + VadVa -0 r dr ' 

dT, = w2r dr 
cp@;J 
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With the assumption that dT, = dt,, because 

small, addit,ion of equation.6 (8) and ilO) give8 ' _ 

dt, = hiPi C - 
maCP 

The value of 

tm + 2 tp + $(y + rr) -' hi'ffc+ "I 
I 

' . 
ta dy (11) 

P P 

ta obtained by solving 

=- 1 d2tm 1 --+- u+p+ 
' dy2 d 

equation (6) ia 

ta 
. 

8) tm- b $ p -‘gte 02) 

Differentiatidn of eauation (12) chows 

. 

dta ld3% 1 -=---+g(u+ 
ds Es dy3' 

Equating equations .(ll) and (131, using 
lettlug 

%(Pp + Pi) = 

(131 

equation (l.2) for t,, & 

Y 

result8 in 

macP , 

. . 

1 d3tm y1 d2trn ------+,$( df;m 
' dr3, ' dy2 

u+B+8)dy+ g( hipi a+B+8) -- 
macp I 

tm 

1 . 
w2 

= gcpJ.Y + c 

w2rr %Pe 
&cl?J + scp tp + B @t, + %?.j . 

. . . ,_ : 

. . . . 
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The result of changing sign and mu&tiplying by 8 is 

d3tm d2tm '. d&l hiPi 
dz 

+k---- 
dY2 

(a ,+ p + 8) F + g--g- 8 - Y (a + p + 8) 
c 

h 
ap 1 

which can be rewritten as I 

(3 + alD2 + a2D + a3) tm = a4~ + a3 

(1) 

(141 

where al, a21 a3J a4r and a.5 are the coefficients of equa- 
tion (1) and are constants for a chosen set of turbine operating 
conditions. A solution of this equation is 

h1y h = cle 
h2Y* w + 02e + o3e + c4Y + +j (21 

The constants h,, h,, snd h, are the roots of the cubic 
equation (in the parentheses) of the left member of equation (14) 
set equal to zero. This cubic equation was solved numerically by 
Eorner's method. 

The constants cl, c2, and c3 are determined from the 
following boundary conditions: 

&,r = a,constant, when y = 0. 

ta,r = a constant, when y = 0. 

dtm/aY = 0, when y = L. (15) 

The constants c4 and c5 are found as follows: 

(a) Divide unity by a3 + a2D + alDz + D3 (the term in the 
parenthesis in the left member of equation (14)). 

(b) The result is of the form Al + A2D + .;., where D denotes 
differentiation. Because the right member'of equation (14) 
is linear the division may be stopped after the second term 
(A1 j + A2D inasmuch as all derivatives of orders higher than 
the first vanish. 
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(c) This result is then used as an operator on the right 
member of equation (14), or (A1 + A2D)(a4y f as), which 
results in Ala4y + Al% + A2a4. ' 

(d) c4 is then Ala5 + A2a4. 

-'(4 c5 is Ala4. 

The relation between the air and metal temieratures, given by equa- 
tion (12), is rewritten as 

d2%ll ta = ICI - 
aS2 

+ =Zt, + K3tp + Ilqte (16) 

where li=lr K2r K3, K4, t t 
P 1 

end te 
Mfferentiation of equation 14 gives 

dtm AlY - = clhle- 
dy +cZh2e 

%Y + 

MfferentIation of equation (17) gives 

are all known constants, 

%+3e 
%Y 

+ c4 (17) 

d2tm = c1YQ2e 
h1y 

+ c$22e 
h2y 

+ c3As2e 
h3J' 

as2 

From equations (2) and (15) for y = 0, 

cl + c2 + c3 + c5 = constant = H 

From equations (17) and (15) for y = L, 

(19) 

IAl fi2 ~ c1%e + c2h2e. +c3h3e LA3 + c = 0 
4 

From equations (16), (18), (2), and (15) for y = 0, 

f- c3x32 -I- K2H + K3tp + K4te = t, r= constant 2 
(21) 

Simultaneous solut%on of equations (19), (20), and (21) results in 
the desired values of the constants cl, c2, and c3. 
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APPENDIX c 

D~IVATICN OF ~UATICN FOR WIAL S!lXXSS DIS!XfBUTION 

INLIKEARLXWEREDTURBINEBLADE 

The hollow turbine blade.(fig. l&(b)) hae a length L, a cram- 
sectional area &,t at the tip and &,r at the root. The 
oentrif'ugal force on any eection dy &I 
., . 

The total force 0n"oross section bty ~.ie. 

F= s c P.&l? 
Y 

7 r&Q . 

For a 1iLnear variation in cross-eeotional area from root to tip 

Ay = hn,t w Psn,r) 
L Y + Ilm,r 

and 

F= 
P,w2 f” 
-B c J 

bty - 'QY + y2) (Am,t -.%t,r) dy 
L 

. Y 

L 
+ Am,r trt - L + Y) dy 

3 
After integration, 
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The stress is 

and 

29 

In this form, for a given blade metal,given ratlos of &,t/Amr 
=d L/r%, and a given blade length the stress Is a funotfon only 
of tlp speed v. 
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AFTERDIX D . _ , 

" The effeotfve gas temperature for heat transmi&&on ie determined 
by-the relation 

. ' I... . . '- '. 
t, = t s,g 

+ 9 vg2: 
2gJcp 

where 7 = 0.85 (referenue 10;;~. lo), In reference 7, the value 
51 =1 waswed. ;. I " , :' : 

i,,' The 'twbine-inlet i;dtii tem@ratme 'is"': . ' 
. . . . 

. . c . . 
. 

,: : $2. 
.* Tg = tBtg + - 2gJo 

.P 

,'T Became of the ~$~~um$..i,c@ of. shook-Tree .entry.and of constant 
. OrOeS-sectional &??a, tihb two v&ues of' t,,@; are the ame. Hence, 

by eliminating $ig between the two equations, 
. . . .. . 2 . 0.85 V 2 

'e =Tg&+ 
P 2gopJ = 

For a typical ideal tipulse turbine with a 25' nozzle angle at Peak 
efficiency, vt/vj = 0.5 and Vg/Vj = 0.6, Vg = +iJ - Vt; or 
VB/VJ -5 1 - V.&J = 0.5. Changing to absolute temperatures 

V2 
(te + 460) e: (Tg + 460) - & 1 - 0.85 (0.6)' 

P I 

VJ2 = (Te + 460) - 0.694 - WpJ ’ . 

If the gas at the nozzle exit flowe with the epeed of sound, 
the veloolty of the gas based on the inlet total temperature becomes 
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VJ2 = y2;l &R (Tg + 460) 

31 

I 

Then . 

be + 460) = (Tg + 46d) - (T g + 460) 

and assuming y= 
of 2000° F, 

1.31 correeponding, to temperatures in the range 

(te -I- 460) . . (Tg +.469) = (1 ? 0.093) = 0.907 (23) r 
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TABLIZII- TURBINE, OPERATING CORDITIONS 

Hot-gas ma88 flow per blade, mg, lb/hr , . , . , , , , . . . . 5260 
Cooling-air mass flow per blade, ma, lb/hr . . . . .Dilution X 5260 
Total pressure at turbine-nozzle inlet, Pn,l, lb/sq ft I , . . 8480 
Mass velocity of hot gas, Gg, lb/(sec)(sq ft). . . , , , , .216,OCO 
Hot-gas heat-tranefer coefficient, ho, 

Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(oSP). . . . . . . . , , , . . . . , . , . . , 198 
Cooling-air temperature at root, ta,rr OF . . . . . . . . , . 400 
Effective hot-gas temperature 1700 (also nozzle temperature), te, OF. . . , . . , , W  . . . . . 19CC 3 
Average in6ert temperature, tp, OF 

Blade2 ..,,.., ..(, . . ...? ...r,.F., 600 
Blade3 .,..,..., I..r....,.,rr...~ 700 

Cool--air Mach number, Ma . . . , . . . . . . . . Lees than 0.50 
Radiation coefffcient from nozzle to blade wall for 

temperature of 17000 F, hn, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F). , , . . , . . 43 
Radiation coefficient from nozzle to blade vall for 

temperature of 190C" F, &, Btu/(hr)(eq ft)(°F). . , . . . , . 56 
Radiation coefficient from blade wall to inert 

surface, hp, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(OF) . , . , , , . . . . . . . . . l.2 
Eozzle-surface emissivity for temperatures of 

1700° and 19CO" F, gn . . . , . , . . , . . . . , , , . . . 0.95 
Insert-surface emissivity for temperature8 of 600' 

and 7000 F,Ep . . , . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . * l -. , . 0.50 
Blade-wall emissivity at average temperature 

of1400°F,Em. . . . . t , . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . 0.90 
Design rotatlonal,speed, rpm ? , . . . l , . . , , , , . . . 11,500 
Design blade tip speed, V, ft/eec . . . , , . . . . , , . , . 13OC 

' National Advisory Cattee 
for Aeronautics 

l 
. . 

.f 
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Figs I 

(cl Blade 3. 

Figure I. - Sketches of root section of air-cooled turbine blades. 
(At 1 dimensions in inches. 1 
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Figure 2. - Stress-to-rupture strength for IOOO-hour 
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Figure 3. - Temperature distributions for various dilutions In blade I. Blade-root cooIln~-alr tern- - 
perature, 4000 F. u 
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Figure 5. - Temperature distrf butions for various dilutions In blade 3. Blade-root cooling-al r tem- ? 
peratu re, 400 O F; averaqe insert temperature, 700’ F. ul 
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Figure 6. - Effect of flow-area ratio on dilution. 
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‘lgure 7. - Air cooling of hollow turbine blade for I ife of 1000 hours ana blade Mach number of 0.W. 
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Figure 8. - Effect on dilution of neglectlna radiation from nozzles to turbine-blade wall in blade 3. k 

Effective gas temperature, 1900’ F; average insert temperature, 700’ F; blade- root cool i ng-ai r tcm- 
perature, 400’ F. 
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Figure 9. - Effect on dilution of neglecting radlatlon from Inner blade wall to Insert In blade 3. f 
Effective gas temperature, 1900’ F; average lnbert temperature, 700° F; blade-roor cooling-air o 
temperature, 400° F. 
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perature, lpOO" F; average insert temperature, 700' F; blade-root cooling-air temperature, 4m" F. e Q 
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Flgure II. - Effect on dilution of neglecting radiation from nozzles to turbine-blade wall, radiation 3 
from inner blade wall to insert, and radial heat conduction In blade 3. Effective gas temperature, ' 
lgOO" F; average Insert temperature, 700' F; blade-mot cooling-alr temperature, 400' F. 
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Figure 12. - Effect of blade-root temperature on blade-temperature distribution In blade 3. 
3 percent; 

Di Iution, 
effective gas temperature, 1900° F; average insert temperature, 7000 F; blade-mot COOI- 

ing-al r temperature, 400° F. 
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blade-root tmperature, 1200° F. 
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Figure 15. - CoolinFalr temperature distrlbutIon for blades I and 3. Effective gas tmperature, 
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(a) Heat flaw in hoilm turbine 
blade with insert. 
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4n,t = lpi + PO) et/2 

ib) Linearly tapered blade. 

Figure 16. - Sketches of turbine blade for temperature and stress 
analysts. 
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